SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

⚠️ WARNING: Constant, competent adult supervision is REQUIRED when children are playing around water.

⚠️ WARNING: BABY born® DOLL IS NOT TO BE USED AS A FLOTATION DEVICE.
- DO NOT allow children to play in water that is near an electrical source or apparatus.
- DO NOT leave BABY born® near an electrical source or apparatus when wet.
- NEVER use any of the included accessories with a real baby!
- NEVER shake a real baby!
- Please follow all instructions in this manual when playing with BABY born® in water.
- Be sure to clean BABY born® after going in the water.
- DO NOT place BABY born® in extremely hot or extremely cold water.

Important Information:
- Do not leave the doll in direct sunlight for an extended period of time.
- Never put the food packet mixture into the bottle, as it may pour into a tank inside the doll that is not intended for food.
- The doll food is made up of a sugar-starch mixture and poses no health hazard if inadvertently consumed.
- Do not use after the “best before” date on the food packet.
- To prevent the tubes and tanks from blockage, only use the included food packet.
- Only use water for bottle feeding. All other liquids may block the tubes and tanks inside the doll.
- Do not keep the doll in bath water, salt water or chlorinated pool water for long periods of time as discoloration or bleaching to her skin and/or accessories may occur.
- When bathing, use only cold or lukewarm water and mild soap products such as those used for children.
- Thoroughly rinse and air dry the doll in a well-ventilated area before storing.
- Do not use any cosmetics or skin care products on the doll.

Feeding Water:

1. Fill the included bottle with fresh water and screw the drinking cap on tightly.
2. Hold the doll upright and insert the tip of the bottle deep into her mouth.
   NOTE: When feeding, hold her upright so that she will not soil her diaper immediately.
3. Squeeze the sides of the bottle.
   NOTE: BABY born® can drink about 2/3 of the bottle.

INTERACTIVE
BABY DOLL

CONTENTS

A. 1 Baby Doll
B. 3 Piece Outfit
C. 1 Bottle
D. 1 Plate & Spoon
E. 1 Food Packet
F. 1 Pacifier
G. 1 Diaper
H. 1 Birth Certificate
I. 1 Potty Seat

Illustrations are for reference only. Styles may vary from actual contents.

QUICK START

1. Fill the included bottle with fresh water and screw the drinking cap on tightly.
2. Hold the doll upright and insert the tip of the bottle deep into her mouth.
   NOTE: When feeding, hold her upright so that she will not soil her diaper immediately.
3. Squeeze the sides of the bottle.
   NOTE: BABY born® can drink about 2/3 of the bottle.
Feeding Porridge:
1. Fill the plate up to the mark (12 ml) with water.
2. Mix in the food packet until all lumps are stirred in and the water has been fully absorbed.
3. Lay BABY born® across your arm and feed her with your other hand using the included spoon.

Using the Diaper:
1. After feeding with water lay BABY born® down and she will soil her diaper.
2. Remove her diaper and let it air dry before using again.

Using the Potty:
1. Undress the doll, bend her legs, and place her on the potty in sitting position (Fig. 1).
2. Press and hold the belly button once to make the doll pee (Fig. 2).
3. Press twice and hold to make the doll poo (Fig. 3).
4. Keep the belly button pressed until the doll is completely empty.
   NOTE: The belly button will always be blocked if the legs are not bent properly.

1. Fill the plate up to the mark (12 ml) with water.
2. Mix in the food packet until all lumps are stirred in and the water has been fully absorbed.
The mixture will have a thin consistency.
3. Lay BABY born® across your arm and feed her with your other hand using the included spoon.

Crying:
1. After feeding with water, squeeze the baby's right arm several times to make her cry.
   NOTE: Do not make BABY born® pee into the diaper or potty before crying.

Bathing and Drying:
BABY born® can have a bath in the bathtub or be taken to the swimming pool, but do not immerse in water.
- Before bathing, make sure the screw cap on the doll's back is closed (slot of screw cap is vertical).
- For bathing, only use cold or lukewarm water and only use common bath additives suitable for children.
- The doll should not be left in the bath, chlorine water or salt water for more than 3 hours as color deterioration or bleaching may occur.
- After bathing, clean the doll with fresh water.
- If water gets into the doll during bathing, an adult can dry BABY born® as follows:
  1. Use a screwdriver or coin to unscrew the cap counterclockwise. Then, pull it out.
     NOTE: It cannot be completely removed.
  2. Carefully shake the doll with its back facing downward. Repeat several times.
  3. Vent the doll with the cap open to remove any residual moisture.
  4. After drying, close the screw cap clockwise.

Cleaning:
External:
1. If the doll gets dirty, wipe with a damp cloth.

Internal:
1. After feeding and bathing, fill the bottle with warm water and mild dish soap.
2. Insert the tip of the bottle halfway into the baby's mouth pointing downward and squeeze the bottle.
   NOTE: Inserting the bottle too far will clean the wrong internal tubing.
3. Once the bottle is empty, shake the baby to loosen the remnants inside.
4. Place the doll on the potty in sitting position and press and hold the belly button to empty out the doll.
5. Repeat as necessary. Then, rinse out the doll twice with clear water only.
6. Leave the doll on the potty for at least 15 minutes to ensure she is completely empty.

It is absolutely necessary to clean the internal tube system immediately after emptying. See CLEANING.